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INTRODUCTION: Over the past two decades, continuous improvements in “omics” technologies have driven an ever-greater capacity to define the relationships between genetics, molecular pathways, and overall phenotypes. Despite this progress, the majority of genetic factors influencing complex traits remain unknown. This is exemplified by mitochondrial supercomplex assembly, a critical component of the electron transport chain, which remains poorly characterized. Recent advances in mass spectrometry have expanded the scope and reliability of proteomics and metabolomics measurements. These tools are now capable of identifying thousands of factors driving diverse molecular pathways, their mechanisms, and consequent phenotypes and thus substantially contribute toward the understanding of complex systems.

RATIONALE: Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have revealed many causal loci associated with specific phenotypes, yet the identification of such genetic variants has been generally insufficient to elucidate the molecular mechanisms linking these genetic variants with specific phenotypes. A multitude of control mechanisms differentially affect the cellular concentrations of different classes of biomolecules. Therefore, the identification of the causal mechanisms underlying complex trait variation requires quantitative and comprehensive measurements of multiple layers of data—principally of transcripts, proteins, and metabolites and the integration of the resulting data. Recent technological developments now support such multiple layers of measurements with a high degree of reproducibility across diverse sample or patient cohorts. In this study, we applied a multilayered approach to analyze metabolic phenotypes associated with mitochondrial metabolism.

RESULTS: We profiled metabolic fitness in 386 individuals from 80 cohorts of the BXD mouse genetic reference population across two environmental states. Specifically, this extensive phenotyping program included the analysis of metabolism, mitochondrial function, and cardiovascular function. To understand the variation in these phenotypes, we quantified multiple, detailed layers of systems-scale measurements in the livers of the entire population: the transcriptome (25,136 transcripts), proteome (2622 proteins), and metabolome (981 metabolites). Together with full genomic coverage of the BXDs, these layers provide a comprehensive view on overall variances induced by genetics and environment regarding metabolic activity and mitochondrial function in the BXDs. Among the 2600 transcript-protein pairs identified, 85% of observed quantitative trait loci uniquely influenced either the transcript or protein level. The transomic integration of molecular data established multiple causal links between genotype and phenotype that could not be characterized by any individual data set. Examples include the link between D2HGDH protein and the metabolite D-2-hydroxyglutarate, the BCKDHA protein mapping to the gene Bckdhb, the identification of two isoforms of ECI2, and mapping mitochondrial supercomplex assembly to the protein COX7A2L. These respective measured variants in these mitochondrial proteins were in turn associated with varied complex metabolic phenotypes, such as heart rate, cholesterol synthesis, and branched-chain amino acid metabolism. Of note, our transomics approach clarified the contested role of COX7A2L in mitochondrial supercomplex formation and identified and validated Echdc1 and Mmab as involved in the cholesterol pathway.

CONCLUSION: Overall, these findings indicate that data generated by next-generation proteomics and metabolomics techniques have reached a quality and scope to complement transcriptomics, genomics, and phenomics for transomic analyses of complex traits. Using mitochondria as a case in point, we show that the integrated analysis of these systems provides more insights into the emergence of the observed phenotypes than any layer can by itself, highlighting the complementarity of a multilayered approach. The increasing implementation of these omics technologies as complements, rather than as replacements, will together move us forward in the integrative analysis of complex traits.

Model of the transomics analysis. A transomics approach was taken to analyze genetic and environmental variation in metabolic and mitochondrial phenotypes by measuring five distinct layers of biology in a diverse population of BXD mice. The combined analysis of all layers together provides additional information not yielded by any single omics approach.
Recent improvements in quantitative proteomics approaches, including Sequential Window Acquisition of all Theoretical Mass Spectra (SWATH-MS), permit reproducible large-scale protein measurements across diverse cohorts. Together with genomics, transcriptomics, and other technologies, transomic data sets can be generated that permit detailed analyses across broad molecular interaction networks. Here, we examine mitochondrial links to liver metabolism through the genome, transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome of 386 individuals in the BXD mouse reference population. Several links were validated between genetic variants toward transcripts, proteins, metabolites, and phenotypes. Among these, sequence variants in Cox7a2 altered its protein’s activity, which in turn leads to downstream differences in mitochondrial supercomplex formation. This data set demonstrates that the proteome can now be quantified comprehensively, serving as a key complement to transcriptomics, genomics, and metabolomics—a combination moving us forward in complex trait analysis.

Over the past two decades, continuous improvements in omics technologies have been driving an ever-greater capacity for quantifying relationships between genetics, the biochemical mechanisms of the cell, and overall phenotypes. Despite this progress, the majority of genetic factors determining complex trait heritability remain unknown (7). Recent advances in mass spectrometry (MS) (2–4) have expanded the scope and reliability of proteomic and metabolomic measurements. These developments in MS are permitting a leap forward in understanding complex biological systems by facilitating the accurate quantification of thousands of molecular factors involved in diverse cellular pathways—and, therefore, their mechanisms and consequent phenotypes (3). Thus far, the identification of causal genetic variants alone has been generally insufficient to characterize the underlying molecular mechanisms of action. Generating such models also requires quantitative measurements of additional layers of data, such as transcripts, proteins, and metabolites. As a multitude of control mechanisms differentially affect the cellular concentration of different classes of biomolecules, multilayered quantitative measurements on the same individual can provide synergistic information about complex systems (8–9) (an approach also dubbed transomics or high-dimensional biology (10)).

In this study, we generated multilayered data sets to examine metabolism across 80 cohorts of the BXD genetic reference population (GRP). The BXDs are descended from C57BL/6J (B6) and DBA/2J (D2) and diverge for ~5 million sequence variants (11), similar to the number of common variants found within many human population groups (12). This population now consists of ~150 murine recombinant inbred strains with known variant susceptibility to major metabolic diseases such as diabetes (13, 14). To date, detailed biochemical analyses have established validated links to phenotypes for a few dozen gene variants. These include links between sweet taste and Tastr3 (15), cadmium toxicity and Scol9a8 (16), and hyperactivity and Ahr (17). We have previously reported that metabolic phenotypes in the BXDs are highly variable and that this variability is highly heritable (18). Here, we have analyzed 80 BXD cohorts (composed of 386 individuals) across a battery of metabolic tests such as ad libitum running-wheel access, maximal exercise capacity, and glucose tolerance. The mice were tested over a 29-week program where they were exposed to different environmental conditions of diet: chow diet (CD) (6% kcal of fat) or high-fat diet (HFD) (60% kcal of fat). To understand the molecular basis behind the observed phenotypic variance, we quantified detailed layers of systems-scale molecular measurements in the livers of the entire population: the transcriptome (25,136 transcripts), the proteome (2622 proteins), and the metabolome (981 metabolites). Together with full coverage of genetic variants in the BXDs (18), these omics data sets provide a comprehensive platform for deconstructing the factors behind variation in clinical metabolic phenotypes. In all layers of data, trait variation could be attributed to the causal genetic loci through quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis. These layers build on our previous research in this population (19), in which selected reaction monitoring (SRM) was used to quantify 192 proteins and targeted metabolomics approaches were used to quantify 30 metabolites in the serum and 2 metabolites in the liver. This previous study both shaped our bioinformatics procedures for transomic data sets and provided positive controls for the experimental Sequential Window Acquisition of all Theoretical Mass Spectra (SWATH-MS) proteomics and for multilayered pathway analysis. For example, of the 13 genes with cis-pQTLs (protein) of the 192 proteins measured by SRM, 11 were identified in SWATH (all except AKR7A2 and ABCB8), and 10 of these 11 also mapped to cis-pQTLs in the independent SWATH data set.

By applying transomic analyses in these data sets, we observed that the levels of all four proteins composing the branched-chain ketoacid dehydrogenase (BCKD) complex in the mitochondria are, in the BXDs, tied to genetic variants in a single gene, Bckdhb. Similarly, a causal mechanistic link was observed between the D-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase (D2HGDH) protein and the metabolite D-2-hydroxyglutarate (D2HG), which in turn is linked with similar phenotypes as for humans with deficiencies in this protein, including cardiomyopathy and problems with motor control (20). Furthermore, the broad proteomics data set allowed us to identify two isoforms of the protein EC12 that were not predicted by eQTL (expressed transcript) analysis. We examined several broad pathways in energy metabolism using a transomics approach, including lipid storage/transport, cholesterol synthesis, and the electron transport chain (ETC), all of which exhibited high levels of genetic variation at the transcript, protein, and metabolite levels. This analysis highlighted Cox7a2l from the ETC—the only one of 67 quantified proteins in the ETC with consistent cis-pQTLs. Further experiments showed that this variation in protein leads to strikingly differential formation of ETC supercomplexes (SCs). In all cases, the integrated analysis of multiple omics layers provided more insight into mechanistic networks than could be gleaned from any layer by itself, highlighting the complementarity of a multilayered approach.

High-dimensional reconstruction of complex metabolic traits

To identify new genetic relationships and molecular mechanisms influencing metabolism in the BXDs, we designed an analytical pipeline to measure and combine quantitative data from five omics layers across variable environmental states: genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and phenomics (Fig. 1A). The 29-week phenotyping program includes body weight, indirect calorimetry, voluntary exercise, maximal oxygen consumption (VO2max), an oral glucose tolerance test, and spontaneous activity (Fig. 1B). All traits vary significantly due to genetic, environmental,
and/or gene-by-environment (G×E) factors, including key traits such as body weight (Fig. 1C) and glucose response during an oral glucose tolerance test (Fig. 1D). At the end of the program, liver samples were used for multilayered omics analyses to serve as the platform for determining the providence and mechanism of metabolic variants across the population. Together, these data support approaches driven by prior knowledge—e.g., examining the relationships between known transcriptional and proteomic gene networks with related phenotypes—as well as data-driven approaches—e.g., the de novo identification of genes that are involved in regulation of metabolic phenotypes.

Before delving into multilayered data sets for the analysis of complex molecular networks, we assessed the quality and significance of each omics layer individually. For phenotypes, heritability was calculated for all traits within dietary groups (green and black bars, Fig. 1E), then across all cohorts combined (red bars). The known environmental factor, diet, furthermore allowed us to calculate the independent environmental effect (blue) and the strain-dependent G×E influence (yellow). As expected, HFD feeding strikingly worsens parameters of metabolic health in most strains, particularly for traits such as body weight, glucose response, and running capacity (Fig. 1F). However, we observed a tremendous range in HFD response among BXD strains: The body weight in some strains is unchanged (e.g., BXD68), whereas others nearly double in size (BXD44) (Fig. 1C). Next, we examined the transcriptome data (Affymetrix Mouse Gene 1.0 ST microarrays), in which 25,099 annotated probe sets were quantified. Of these, 21,970 were designated as protein coding, with the unaligned transcripts corresponding to non-coding genes such as open reading frames and putative Riken cDNAs or genes that only have unreviewed UniProt identifiers. When transcript levels were compared across diets, many of those most strongly modulated conform to expectations from the literature—e.g., Fosl1 is down-regulated in HFD (21) and Pparg is up-regulated in HFD (22) (Fig. 1G)—although the cause of variation in other top genes is less clear (e.g., Thnsl1). Likewise for metabolites; some were observed to be strongly affected by dietary and genetic factors in both diets (e.g., farnesyl pyrophosphate (FPP)), and others fluctuated in only one diet (e.g., allyl isothiocyanate)
Network analysis of large and metabolically relevant gene sets in these omics layers, such as cholesterol biosynthesis (Fig. 1I), showed high levels of enrichment in transcript covariation compared with noise, indicating that the variant transcript levels are functionally linked and physiologically relevant (described in more detail later). We then assessed the data generated by SWATH-MS proteomics (9). As SWATH-MS is an emerging technology, we performed several additional checks, including the technical error, the biological error within cohort, and the errors within diet and across all samples (Fig. 1J). Reproducibility was excellent, with median technical error being ~8% of overall variation in protein levels. Similarly, variation within biological replicates was much lower than variation across the genotypes or dietary conditions (Fig. 1J).

Next, we examined transcript-protein relationships. Of the 2622 unique proteins quantified in all cohorts, 2600 aligned to measured transcripts. Spearman correlation analysis was performed for all pairs in both diets independently. The data indicated that 1004 transcript-protein pairs correlate at nominal significance in CD (raw $P < 0.05$) (Fig. 2A) and 938 in HFD cohorts. Of these, 637 pairs (~25%) correlated at least nominally significantly in both diets (Fig. 2B, green, purple, and red points). This moderate—although still highly significant—correlation between genes’ metabolites in the TCA cycle, correlate strongly. Several other cross-layer correlations are observed between metabolites and their adjacent enzymes in major metabolic pathways. (F) Venn diagram and count of all cis- and trans-eQTLs across diets for the 2600 transcripts with matching protein measurements. (G) Venn diagram and count of all cis- and trans-pQTLs for the same 2600 proteins. (H) Overlap between cis-eQTLs and cis-pQTLs in both diets. Fifty-nine genes map to cis-QTLs in all four data sets (intersection not shown). (I) Venn diagram of all mQTLs and cQTLs in both diets. In red for cQTLs: overlapping cQTLs that are genome-wide significant in one diet ($LRS \geq 18$) and locally significant in the other ($LRS \geq 12$).
transcripts and proteins is in line with previous population studies, which examined smaller numbers (hundreds) of such pairs (19, 20). Variation in any given transcript or protein's expression within a single tissue in normal population data sets can be highly variable. Among the 2600 transcript-protein pairs, 90% of transcripts vary between 1.4- and 4.0-fold across all samples. The magnitude of this variance strongly influences cross-layer correlation. When the 2600 paired transcripts are binned into 10 groups based on expression range across CD cohorts, the highest bin has 260 transcripts with ≥2.8-fold range, whereas the lowest bin has 260 transcripts with ≤1.4-fold range. Correspondingly, 56% of transcript-protein pairs correlate at ρ ≥ 0.32 (raw P ≤ 0.05) in the top bin, versus only 20% in the lowest bin (Fig. 2C). Fundamentally, a protein cannot exist if there is no corresponding transcript; thus in some sense, 100% of transcript-protein pairs could be considered correlated. Conversely, we observe that only ~15 to 20% of transcript-protein pairs are reactive to small changes in the other's expression (i.e., the lower bins) (Fig. 2C).

As with phenotypes and transcripts, G×E effects were observed in transcript-protein correlations, such as for the several dozen transcript-protein pairs whose correlation segregated depending on diet (Fig. 2B, purple dots). For the 137 most significant correlations, these that met the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold (corresponding to P = ±0.05) in at least one diet (≤135 correlated at least nominally significantly (P < 0.05) in the other diet with the same directionality. For the other two, Cyp2b9 and PurA, strong correlation was observed in one diet and no correlation in the other (e.g., Fig. 2D). This frequent discrepancy between variation in transcript and protein levels indicates that reanalyzing metabolic pathways using more comprehensive proteome coverage can identify unknown biological mechanisms. Last, we examined the metabolomics layer. Here, metabolite signatures of 979 unique mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) were measured in 357 liver samples using a time-of-flight MS approach (24). These 979 features were then aligned to specific chemical signatures using previously assembled reference libraries (24). Initial data quality checks were performed by analyzing successive metabolites within pathways, such as the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and glycolysis. Clear connections were frequently observed between consecutive metabolites of a given pathway, such as between malate and fumarate (Fig. 2E). Although metabolites do not fit as neatly into the direct relationships of gene-transcript-protein, the measurement quality and the physiological relevance of metabolite variation may be examined through relationships between the transcript and protein levels of different enzymes with their up- or downstream metabolites. In this analysis, cross-dimensional correlations between known factors were frequently observed, including for cholesterol biosynthesis, glycolysis, and the TCA cycle (25) (Fig. 2E). Together, these validation steps confirm the general data quality and reliability and the potential of a multilayered analytical approach.

Metabolic relationships to multilayered data

We next sought to identify causal genetic mechanisms that determine molecular expression levels
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**Fig. 3. Identifying the QTGs and causal mechanisms driving QTLs.** (A) Combined QTL map of Bckdha transcript and protein in both diets. Significant trans-pQTLs map to Bckdha (yellow triangle) on chromosome 9, whereas no cis-QTLs map to Bckdha on chromosome 7 (red triangle). (B) Spearman correlation matrices of the four subunits of the BCKDC at the transcript or protein level in both diets. (C) Homostatic model assessment for insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) is significantly increased in HFD cohorts compared with CD (P = 2 × 10⁻⁶, Welch's t test), but no association is seen between Bckdha allele and HOMA-IR in either dietary cohort. (D) B2H2G maps significantly to chromosome 1 in the HFD cohort. (E) This locus contains 56 genes, of which 16 have a major genetic variant variable, including D2hgdh. (F) Composite eQTL and pQTL map for D2hgdh. The protein maps as a cis-pQTL in both diets to the same chromosome 1 locus, whereas only the HFD transcript levels map to a cis-eQTL. (G) D2hgdh drives one of several pathways generating α-ketoglutarate. (H) D2H2G is positively associated with heart rate in both diets in a Pearson correlation. (I) Eci2 exhibits no cis-eQTLs, but yields significant cis-pQTLs in both diets. (J) Peptide sequence analysis of Eci2 with the nine measured peptides and the single missense mutation highlighted. (K) Eci2 Western blots show two distinct molecular weight bands depending on the BXD genotype.
**Fig. 4. Network analysis.** (A) Spearman correlation network showing mixed genes involved in fat metabolism at the transcript and protein level, along with key metabolites and phenotypes. The dashed circle represents the core enriched gene set. Edges are significant at \( P < 0.001 \) for a positive (blue) or negative (red) correlation. (B) Diet-dependent expression of key genes and metabolites involved in fat metabolism; \( P \) values are for Welch’s t test. (C) A Spearman correlation network of 74 transcripts taken at random from the list of 2600 genes measured at the transcript and protein level, using the same network analysis. Edge counts correspond to the level expected from noise. (D) (Left) \( Hmgcs1 \) and \( Srebf1 \), as well as other transcripts and proteins in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway, are highly variable in the BXDs. (Right) PCA of a set of eight cholesterol biosynthesis genes shows that their variances are highly explained by a single factor. (Bottom) Two candidate cholesterol genes, \( Mmab \) and \( Echdc1 \), which correlate with PC1 in both diets. (E) In vitro validation of \( HMGCS1 \), along with two proteins not known to be involved in cholesterol metabolism—\( MMAB \) and \( ECHDC1 \)—which clustered with known cholesterol genes. \( MMAB \) and \( ECHDC1 \) both respond like \( HMGCS1 \) to lipid-deficient serum and statin treatment or to knockdown of \( LDLR \), \( SREBF2 \), or \( SREBF1/2 \), suggesting that they are indeed involved in cholesterol metabolism. (F) Unbiased Spearman correlation matrices of the first PC in CD (bottom left) and HFD (top right) conditions with other genes turned up many known cholesterol-regulatory genes (orange) as well as new candidates (green). (G) Transcript and protein networks for the 73 genes with paired transcript-protein data in the cytosolic ribosome complex. Both were highly enriched, although with tighter coregulation at the transcriptional level. Edges represent Spearman correlations with \( P < 0.0001 \).
of any of the omics layers through QTL analysis. The cohorts in both dietary states were analyzed for cQTLs, pQTLs, mQTLs (metabolite), and cQTLs (clinical phenotype). Across all 2600 transcripts for which we generated associated protein data, 543 genes mapped to 770 significant cis-eQTLs and 472 genes mapped to 481 distinct trans-eQTLs (Fig. 2F) (QTLs detected in both diets are considered twice). Of the 543 genes with cis-eQTLs, 227 mapped consistently across both diets (41%), whereas trans-eQTLs rarely overlapped (2% overlap detected, with ~0.2% overlap expected by chance) (Fig. 2F). At the protein level, 632 distinct genes mapped to 856 cis-pQTLs, and 382 genes mapped to 406 distinct trans-pQTLs (Fig. 2G). Across diets, we observed that 35% of cis-pQTLs mapped in both diets, similar to the ratio for transcripts. Consistent trans-pQTLs were still quite rare, albeit more common than for transcripts (~6%). Roughly 4% of examined genes mapped as cis-eQTLs and cis-pQTLs in at least one diet (103 or 109 versus 2600), whereas genes with a cis-QTL of any sort, roughly 85% were unique to the transcript or protein level (103 of 826 for CD and 109 of 800 for HFD were shared cis-eQTLs) (Fig. 2H). Fifty-nine genes (2.2%) mapped to cis-QTLs in both layers and both diets. For the metabolite layer, 315 significant mQTLs (LRS ≥ 18) were detected, of which 13 mapped consistently in both dietary states (~4%). For phenotypes, we calculated 37 significant cQTLs, of which 2 mapped significantly to the same locus in both diets: movement activity [caused by Ahr (17)] and heart rate (causal gene unknown). To increase the scope of QTLs consistent across diets, one dietary data set may also be used to identify a hypothesis at system-wide significance (LRS ≥ 18), and the other diet may be used to test the hypothesis at locus-specific significance (LRS ≥ 12). In doing so, an additional 7 eQTLs are observed as consistent in both diets (Fig. 2I, red number).

Solving QTLs: Finding the quantitative trait gene
For cis-QTLs, the causal factors can be quickly identified: With few exceptions, they will be driven by variants within the gene itself or immediately adjacent. For trans-QTLs, mQTLs, and cQTLs, the identification of the causal quantitative trait gene (QTG) is challenging due to the width of the QTLs. In the BXDs, QTLs calculated using 40 strains are typically 2 to 8 Mb wide, with an average of 30 genes per Mb. We first examined the 24 genes with trans-pQTLs that were observed in both dietary cohorts to search for QTLs and downstream effects. One of these 24 genes is Bckdha, which encodes the E1 alpha polypeptide of the BCKD complex. The BCKDHA protein levels map to a trans-pQTL on chromosome 9 in both diets, whereas no such trans-eQTL is observed for the Bckdha transcript (Fig. 3A). Strikingly, this locus contains the E1 beta polypeptide, Bckdhh, which itself has cis-pQTLs and cis-eQTLs in the BXDs (19). Bckdha and Bckdhh encode the E1 subunit of the BCKD complex, which, together with the E2 (Dbt) and E3 (Ddl) subunits, regulates the breakdown of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs). Variants in either E1 subunit can lead to an inborn error of metabolism called type I maple syrup urine disease (MSUD) (26), the biochemical features of which some strains of the BXDs are known to exhibit (19). Notably, the transcript levels of these four genes coding for the complex components have no strong association, whereas the expression levels of the proteins are strongly coupled (Fig. 3B). That is, genetic variants in Bckdhh are causal for protein level variation in BCKDHA and BCKDHB, which in turn correlate strongly positively with dihydrolipoamide branched chain transacylase E2 (DBT) and dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (DLD) levels in both diets: the levels of all four proteins are linked. Conversely, although Bckdhh gene variants cause transcriptional changes in Bckdhh mRNA, there is no effect on Bckdha mRNA, nor any correlation with Dbt or Ddl. Although a significant difference in the BCAA/alanine ratio across the BXDs has been observed and linked to the Bckdhh allele (19), we observe no association with other metabolic hallmarks of MSUD, such as insulin or glucose levels (Fig. 3C). However, such a link may only be observed in more exacerbated states, such as in cohorts fed diets high in BCAAs, as suggested by prior literature (27). This example highlights the importance of examining protein levels in the diagnosis and elucidation of other metabolic diseases and underlines the possibility of using the BXDs as a MSUD model. Additionally, this finding highlights the possibility that the expression levels of proteins within multigene complexes may be more tightly coregulated than are their transcripts (e.g., Fig. 3B).

We then aimed to identify candidate QTGs behind any of the 302 distinct mQTLs using orthogonal pQTL data. All 856 genes with cis-pQTLs were compared against these mQTLs, with the hypothesis that genes with cis-pQTLs are more likely to be causal for other QTLs mapping to their locus (28). This process highlighted several potential pQTL/mQTL links. In particular, D2HG maps to a locus on chromosome 1 containing 56 genes (Fig. 3, D and E). Among these 56 genes is D-2-hydroxyglutarate dehydrogenase (D2hgdh), which maps consistently to cis-pQTLs (Fig. 3F) and correlates negatively with the upstream metabolite D2HG (ρ = −0.37 and ρ = −0.68 in CD and HFD, respectively). Although the other 55 genes in this locus could contribute to this mQTL, D2hgdh is known to convert D2HG to α-ketoglutarate in the mitochondria (29) (Fig. 3C). In humans, variants in D2HGDH have been linked to severe disease traits such as cardiomyopathy and motor difficulties (20). In the BXDs, we observe moderate but consistent connections between D2HG and cardiovascular phenotypes such as heart rate (Fig. 3H) and exercise capacity (moderate negative correlation), indicating that some mild aspects of the disease phenotype may manifest in this population, even under nonstressed conditions.

The SWATH proteomics analysis is also able to identify nonsynonymous sequence variants across the BXDs, which are detected as peptide-specific cis-pQTLs (cis-peptide/pQTLs). To demonstrate this, we highlight enoyl-CoA delta isomerase 2 (Ec2), a mitochondrial enzyme involved in fatty acid oxidation. Nine distinct peptides were quantified for Ec2, of which one displayed a striking cis-pepQTL in both diets. Interestingly, there are no cis-eQTLs for Ec2 at the gene or exon level (Fig. 3I). Variant analysis revealed a nonsynonymous change (R135Q, rs13464612) adjacent to this peptide that is predicted to abolish the trypsin cleavage site (Fig. 3J). Furthermore, this cis-mapping variant tracks with a small change Ec2 migration in SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE) (Fig. 3K), indicating a change in the protein that is not observed at the transcript level. Notably, these analyses highlight the ability to detect putative protein isoforms—an additional source of molecular variation underlying complex phenotypes.

High-dimensional metabolic networks
As shown above, large, multilayered quantitative omics data sets can be used to map and solve QTLs at high throughput. Perhaps the more unique characteristic of more comprehensive measurement techniques, however, is that the resulting data may be used to model extended pathways or functional networks with dozens of proteins and metabolites acting in tandem. To examine this possibility in the BXDs, we performed ontology enrichment analysis on 226 KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathways (30) to identify which other metabolic pathways are best covered by the proteomic and metabolomics data and may benefit from a transomic approach. Among the most enriched pathways are those involved in fatty acid metabolism and storage, such as the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) pathway. These sets of genes and pathways are furthermore known to be variable in the BXDs and lead to overt differences in fatty liver and metabolic changes in the liver, including metabolic signatures of liver stress such as increased alanine transaminase (ALT) and disease phenotypes such as fatty liver disease (21). Of the 41 genes in this pathway, 25 were measured at the protein level, along with a handful of relevant metabolites (e.g., FPP, ALT, and high-density lipoprotein (HDL)). Interestingly, although the transcripts and proteins for any single gene did not strikingly correlate (Fig. 4A), significant enrichment of correlations between transcripts and proteins was observed in other parts of the pathway (Fig. 4A, dashed circle), indicating interactions between these two layers and between related metabolic pathways. In turn, the variations in these transcripts and proteins have contributed to proximal metabolic changes (e.g., low-density lipoprotein (LDL), HDL, and FPP levels) and to related global phenotypes such as total fat and liver mass. This network is also highly responsive to diet, with clear differences between CD and HFD cohorts in key genes and metabolites (Fig. 4B). While these findings are expected (27), they further emphasize the reliability of cross-layer omics analysis and furthermore provide better networks than those expected using random gene sets (Fig. 4C).

Within the fat metabolism gene set, we observed particularly high levels of variability in key genes in cholesterol biosynthesis such as Srebf1
Fig. 5. Variable mitochondrial phenotypes in the BXDs. (A) The oxphos protein Spearman correlation network is somewhat more tightly coregulated than the transcript network. In particular, CI proteins cluster more tightly than CI transcripts (black nodes). (B) Circos plot of 67 ETC genes. Green bar ring: effect of diet, relative change between medians. Light green: transcript; dark green: protein. Purple bar ring: correlation between transcript and protein in CD (light purple) or HFD (dark purple). Red bar ring: LRS of peak pQTLs in CD (light red) and HFD (dark red). Blue bar ring: LRS of peak eQTLs in CD (light blue) and HFD (dark blue). Inside: drawing of significant cis-QTLs (LRS ≥12). Significant trans-QTLs (LRS ≥18) are not drawn. (C) Diet-consistent cis-pQTLs were observed only for COX7A2L, which does not map to significant cis-eQTLs. (D) (Top) The Cox7a2l transcript is affected by diet, whereas both transcript and protein are highly variable across genotype. (Bottom) Expression is consistent across diets within the transcript and protein level, despite the presence of dietary effect in mRNA and its absence in protein. (E) BN-PAGE for four strains with three biological replicates. Individual complexes are labeled. Several distinct upper SC bands are observed, labeled initially as 1 through 6. (F) Upper SCs for all CD cohorts (several independent gels are aligned and spliced together). SCs were quantified in binary fashion by presence (+1) or absence (0) of a particular band.
and Hmgcs1 (Fig. 4D, left). Furthermore, key Sreb family target genes, including Hmgcr, Pcsk9, Insig1, and Fasn, all clustered tightly in principal components analysis (PCA), with the first principal component of eight core genes explaining 70 and 81% of the total variation in CD and HFD, respectively (Fig. 4D, right). Correlation analyses of the first principal components across the transcriptome and proteome data sets yielded several hits that correlate strongly and independently in both CD and HFD cohorts. These genes included several not known to be involved in cholesterol biosynthesis, such as Mnbab and Echdc1 (Fig. 4D, bottom), as well as a number of genes involved in cholesterol that were not included in input, such as Filps, Mrd, and Dhcr7. We selected two hits, Mnbab and Echdc1, which are not well reported in cholesterol literature, for in vitro validation. In HepG2 and Huh7 cell lines, we examined the effect of cells in lipoprotein-deficient serum (LPDS) treated with statins and the effect of Ldr, Sreb2f, or Sreb1f/s small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdown—conditions that modulate different aspects of the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway (31–33). We observed that MMAB and ECHDC1 proteins are modulated strongly by LPDS + statin treatment and behave similarly (although not identically) to HMGCS1, an established SREBP2 target protein and a key regulatory gene in cholesterol synthesis. Similar genome-wide analyses indicated additional candidate cholesterol-related genes, such as Aqp8, 0611007P14Rik, and Gapm (Fig. 4F). Some of these genes have been identified in previous cholesterol genome-wide association studies, such as for Mnbab with blood HDL levels (34, 35), whereas other candidates are likely involved in tangential pathways (e.g., Acot1 and Acot2 are involved in lipid metabolism).

We next examined gene sets that form large and cohesive protein structures, such as the ribosome. Pairwise covariance analysis of transcripts coding for ribosomal proteins have previously been shown to form a tightly connected network (36). To extend this analysis to the protein level, we systematically generated Pearson correlation networks for the 73 genes in the ribosome family that were measured at both the transcript and protein level in all samples. As for the transcripts, the proteins clustered into enriched correlation networks (Fig. 4G). That the ribosomal genes are coregulated is expected, but it illustrates that the data are reliable enough to reveal components of functional modules and thus to support systems analyses.

Following these proofs of concept, we determined which metabolic pathways were most comprehensively covered in the multilayered data sets and triaged them for further analysis, with particular focus on mitochondria-related sets. Among the groups with the most complete protein coverage was the oxidative phosphorylation gene set (oxphos, has00190). This gene set is defined by 133 genes, of which 70 were quantified at the protein level. Of these, 67 were also quantified at the transcript level—all except the mitochondrial-encoded ND4, ND5, and ATP8. We performed network analyses on these data and observed highly significant positive correlation networks (Fig. 5A), with the protein network somewhat more enriched than the transcript network. This layer-specific difference in network structure is perhaps logical, given that the proteins are bound together in stoichiometry in their functional complexes, whereas the equivalent transcripts are not.

The oxphos network was not strongly affected by diet, with only four proteins and 16 transcripts being variable at the permissive cutoff of P < 0.01. Zero proteins and four transcripts—Ndufa6, Cox7a2, Atp6v1g, and Nduf8—were significantly influenced at adjusted P < 0.05. Furthermore, observed dietary differences at the transcript level did not reliably indicate any similar change in protein levels (Fig. 5B, outermost green bands).

**Consequences of oxphos variation**

Given the relatively small effect of diet on transcript and protein levels, surprisingly few QTLs were observed consistently across diet: only six transcripts and one protein (Fig. 5B). For the only such protein, COX7A2L, no corresponding cis-eQTLs were observed (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, the Cox7a2l transcript exhibited significantly different expression in response to diet, whereas the protein levels were unaffected (Fig. 5D, top). The transcript and protein levels were highly correlated across dietary cohorts, suggesting a strong genetic influence on both Cox7a2l and COX7A2L levels, independent of the observed dietary influence on the transcript (Fig. 5D, bottom). Because mitochondrial transcript and protein networks are highly variable and coregulated in the BXDs (Fig. 5A), we hypothesized that these may be associated with clear differences in mitochondrial structures and phenotypes. To broadly test this idea, we performed blue native (BN)–PAGE analysis on isolated mitochondria from three biological replicates across all strains, using the same liver samples as before. Mitochondrial complex levels and formations varied across the BXDs (Fig. 5E), with particularly striking differences in SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units. To uncover these factors, we assigned the SC bands as quantitative traits, with all bands quantified as "on" (+1) or "off" (0). These traits were then mapped for QTLs and cis-QTLs for SC formations (Fig. 5F, all strains). The differences in SC patterns across strains, and the consistency within strains, indicate that complex and multifactorial genetic interactions are driving the mitochondrial effects, at least in part by determining the modularity of supermolecular functional units.
Discussion

We have examined genetically and environmentally variant cohorts of the murine BXD GRP to determine how changes in the genome and environment interact to influence cellular processes and overall variation in complex metabolic traits. To model the molecular factors underlying phenotypic differences across the BXD population, we have applied an in-depth, multilayered approach including genetic, transcriptomic, proteomic, and metabolomic measurements. Systems-level technologies now permit the multilayered measurements of thousands of molecules associated with many physiological processes, at high throughput and with a high degree of quantitative accuracy and reproducibility. We show the first application of SWATH-MS in a diverse mammalian population by quantifying 2622 proteins measured in all 80 cohorts. As in earlier smaller-scale studies (40), genes’ transcript levels are only moderate predictors for the protein levels. The predictive value depends strongly on how variable the transcript (or protein) is. Studies that induce massive transcriptional changes with gain- or loss-of-function techniques can rely on the fact that the resulting mRNA change will almost invariably be reflected in the corresponding protein’s level. In contrast, it cannot be assumed that relatively subtle expression changes in a particular transcript will manifest at its protein level. This latter situation is particularly critical for in vivo population studies, where the top leads identified through microarray or RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses frequently have far more modest differences than findings from in vitro studies. Likewise, genetic variants driving differential transcript expression (e.g., cis-eQTLs) are furthermore only infrequently mirrored at the protein level (e.g., matched cis-pQTLs) and vice versa. Measurement of both transcriptomics and proteomics in tandem appears essential because each measurement level unveils different aspects of the cellular state and regulatory mechanisms.

This greater scope of data analysis allows the identification of hundreds of causal genetic factors that regulate individual transcript and protein levels (i.e., QTLs), as well as for metabolites and phenotypes. This protein analysis allowed novel identification of variants of ECI2 not predicted

Fig. 6. Tissue variance in SC formation. (A) SC bands 4 and 5 mapped significantly as cQTLs to a locus on chromosome 17. (B) In-gel activity assays were performed in the liver tissues to determine SC’s composition and relation to COX7A2L. Bands 2 to 5 could be identified confidently as CI + CIII + variable numbers of CIV (0 to 3). (C) In-gel activity assays from livers of six additional BXD strains—three with the B6 allele of Cox7a2l (BXD73, BXD80, and BXD100) and three with the D2 allele (BXD43, BXD61, and BXD96). COX7A2L is present in bands 4 and 5 for strains with the D2 allele and present in strains with the B6 allele. Unlike liver, bands 4 and 5 are observed in all strains, albeit at lower levels in strains with the B6 allele of Cox7a2l, indicating tissue-specific differences in SC formation.
by genome or transcript data, as well as further delineation of variants affecting the expression of the four proteins in the BCKDC—effects not visible at the transcript level—which lead to a mild form of MSUD in the BXDs. In another, we could readily identify the causal factors driving variance in the metabolite D2HG to the protein D2HGDH. Moreover, however, the increased scope of these data facilitates the modeling and analysis of entire pathways. The PPAR and cholesterol biosynthesis pathways are highly variable in the BXDs due to both genetic and environmental factors and are known to influence the development of metabolic diseases, including fatty liver. Furthermore, we were able to use network analysis to identify Mmab and Echdc1 as likely cholesterol-related genes, which we confirmed through in vitro analysis. For the ophox gene network, the BXDs display strong levels of variation in both gene expression and the overall mitochondrial assembly of complexes in the ETC. Using the proteomic data, we identified COXTA2L as causal of major variants in SC organization—particularly, a lack of three specific SC bands (III2,1+IV1–2+IV2, and 1+III2+IV2)—and a consequent increase of the unconjugated levels of complexes IVs, III, and IV2. However, the mechanism of assembly appears strongly tissue dependent: These SCs can be formed in the heart, even in the absence of COXTA2L. Notably, the patterns of mitochondrial complexes are consistent across biological replicates, indicating that the many differences across strains and tissue are due primarily to differential regulation of mitochondria by the nuclear genome. In each of these pathways, the proteomic and metabolomic data extend gene-phenotype links that were previously identified at the transcript level but that were incomplete. To move forward in the analysis of mitochondria and associated disorders, it is hence necessary to analyze the protein levels of all regulators, as well as genetic, environment, and tissue-specific variants. Such implementations of new omics layers will not supersede the now-standard genomic and transcriptomic data sets. Rather, a combined transomic approach can fill in blind spots and assist in defining more detailed metabolic pathways.

**Methods**

**Population handling**

BXD strains were sourced from the University of Tennessee Health Science Center (Memphis, TN), and housed at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) animal facility for more than two generations before incorporation into the study. We examined 80 cohorts of the BXD population from 41 strains—41 on CD, 39 on HFD—with male mice from each strain separated into two groups of about five mice for each diet (two strains on HFD were lost before tissue collection). We started with 201 CD and 185 HFD mice, and a total of 183 CD and 168 HFD mice survived until they were killed at 29 weeks of age, with all cohorts having three or more individuals surviving to the end except BXD56 HFD, which had two. Strains were entered into the phenotyping program randomly and had staggered entry, typically by 2 weeks. Most strains entered with both dietary cohorts at the same time, with the exception of BXD50, 68, 69, 71, 84, 85, 89, 95, 96, and 101, where CD cohorts entered before HFD cohorts. All cohorts consisted of littermates. HFD feeding started at 8 weeks of age. Cohorts were communally housed by strain and diet from birth until 23 weeks of age and were then individually housed until they were killed at 29 weeks of age. CD is Harlan 208 (60% kCal of fat, 20% kCal of protein, and 74% kCal of carbohydrates), and HFD is Harlan 06444 (60% kCal of fat, 20% kCal of protein, and 20% kCal of carbohydrates). All mice were housed under 12 hours of light alternated with 12 hours of dark, with ad libitum access to food and water at all times, except before they were killed, when mice were fasted overnight. All mice were housed in isolate cages with individual air filtration, except during the activity wheel test (10 days) when mice were in open-air cages in a room reserved for that test, after which, mice were returned to the filtered isolate cages. Body weight was measured weekly from 8 weeks of age until killing. Killing took place from 9:00 a.m. until 10:30 a.m., with isoflurane anesthesia followed by a complete blood draw (~1 mL) from the vena cava, followed by perfusion with phosphate-buffered saline. Half of the blood was placed into lithium-heparin (LiHep)–coated tubes and the other half in EDTA-coated tubes; then both were shaken and stored on ice, followed immediately by collection of the liver. The LiHep blood taken for plasma analysis was also centrifuged at 4500 revolutions per minute (rpm) for 10 min at 4°C before being flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Whole blood taken for cellular analysis was processed immediately after the killing (i.e., after ~1 to 2 hours on ice). Gallbladders were removed, and the livers were cut into small pieces before freezing in liquid nitrogen until preparation into mRNA, protein, or metabolite samples. Liver and blood serum were then stored at ~80°C until analysis. All research was approved by the Swiss cantonal veterinary authorities of Vaud under licenses 2257 and 2257.

**Phenotyping experiments**

A visual summary of the phenotyping program is also included in Fig. 1B. At 16 weeks of age, after 8 weeks of dietary treatment, the cohorts underwent their first phenotyping test: 48 hours of respiration measurements in individual metabolic cages (Oxymax/CLAMS, Columbus Instruments). The first 24 hours were considered adaptation and the second 24 hours were used for data analysis, including analysis of movement, the volume of oxygen inhaled, the volume of carbon dioxide exhaled, and derived parameters of these two, such as the respiratory exchange ratio (RER). One week later, all cohorts underwent an oral glucose tolerance test. Mice were fasted overnight before the test, and fasted glucose was tested with a glucometer at the tail vein. All individuals were then weighed and given an oral gavage of 20% glucose solution at 10 mL per kg of weight. Glucometer strips were used at 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 min after the gavage to examine glucose response over time. Blood was also collected at 0 (preaverage), 15, and 30 min to examine insulin levels. Two weeks later, at 19 weeks of age, we performed a noninvasive blood pressure measurement using a tail-cuff system (BP-2000 Blood Pressure Analysis System, System II, Visitech Systems) over 4 days. The first 2 days were considered as adaptation to the apparatus, and the second 2 days were used for data analysis, and all measurements (astolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, and heart rate) were averaged across both days. Outliers on a per-measurement basis were removed, but outlier mice were retained. Two weeks later, at 21 weeks of age, we performed a cold response test. The basal body temperatures of mice were examined rectally, after which mice were placed individually in prechilled cages in a room at 4°C. The cages were the standard housing cages but with only simple woodchip bedding, without supplement (e.g., tissue paper). Body temperature was checked every hour for 6 hours, after which the mice were returned to their normal housing cage. Two weeks later, at 23 weeks of age, the mice were placed individually in regular housing cages for basal activity recording. The housing cages were then placed in laser detection grids developed by TSE Systems (Bad Homburg, Germany). Within the cages, woodchip bedding was retained, but tissue bedding was removed (as it interferes with the laser detection). Food and water were as normal throughout the standard housing, both of which require rearing to reach. The detection grid has two layers: one for detecting X-Y movement (“ambulation”) the other for Z movement (“rearing”). Both measurements are technically independent, although the measurements of movement are strongly correlated (r ~ 0.70). Mice were housed individually for the 48-hour experiment starting at about 10 a.m., with the night cycles (7 p.m. to 7 a.m., with 30 min of both dawn and dusk) used for movement calculations. We have recently published more interpretation and examination of the results from this experiment (27). After this 2-day experiment, all mice performed a VO2max treadmill experiment using the Metabolic Modular Treadmill (Columbus Instruments). For the first 15 min in the machine for each individual, the treadmill was off while basal respiratory parameters were calculated. The last 2 minutes of data before the treadmill turned on are considered basal levels (most mice spend the first few minutes exploring the device). The treadmill then started running at a pace of 4.8 m per minute (m/min), followed by a gradual increase over 60 to 9 m/min, then 4 min at that pace before increasing to 12 m/min over 60 s, then four min at that pace before increasing to 15 m/min over 60 s, then 4 min at that pace, then the speed increased continuously by 0.015 m per second (or +0.9 m/min) thereafter until the end of the experiment at 63.5 min, 1354.5 m, or when the mouse is exhausted. CD cohorts ran against a 10° incline, whereas HFD cohorts were set at 0°. For this test, no mice reached the maximum distance recorded by the machine—all were taken out when exhausted. The distance, maximum VO2peak and...
maximum RER were recorded. Maximums must be consistent across multiple measurements, and not single-measurement spikes, which were removed. Immediately after the treadmill experiment, mice were placed in individual open-air cages with ad libitum access to activity running wheels (Bioseb BIO-ACTIVWM, Vitrolles, France). The final 24 hours of activity wheel access were recorded for all strains. For certain strains, all 10 days of activity wheel usage was recorded (depending on the availability of the recording system). After the 10th day, at ~25 weeks of age, mice underwent an identical treadmill experiment to that described above at 23 weeks of age. At this point, with the 10 days of voluntary training, three mice “completed” the experiment—two DBA/2Js on HFD and one BXD81 on CD. As before, the test was stopped for all other mice when they reached exhaustion (considered as falling off the treadmill and inability to recover and continue running). After this experiment, mice were returned to their standard housing cages—individually—for 4 weeks. Mice were fasted overnight before they were killed. Details about killing are described in the previous section. In addition to the body weight measurements taken each week and before each phenotyping experiment, body composition was recorded at 16, 23, and 25 weeks of age—before respiration and the two VO2max experiments. To the phenotyping experiment, body composition was measured at the Beginning of the experiment. In addition to the body weight and composition, we measured body composition using ~500,000 SNPs per line (unpublished). Genomics (Microarray) was performed using Invitrogen iBlot gel transfer system (3 to 12%), as per manufacturer’s instructions with minor modification. Gel transfer was performed using Invitrogen iBlot gel transfer system. For detection of the complexes, anti-oxphos cocktail (Invitrogen, 457999) and WesternBreeze Chromogenic Western Blot Immunodetection Kit (Invitrogen, WB7103) were used. In the final detection step, incubation of the membrane with the chromogenic substrate was for 8 min for all the gels. Membranes were dried, scanned, and each visible SC band was independently scored from 1 to 5. All samples were then run across several gels, and we observed nearly complete biological replicates per cohort. For the heart, these were the same tissues used for omics analysis, using all CD cohorts with three biological replicates per cohort. For the heart, these were the same mice as for the liver. Digitonin/protein ratio of 4 g/g was used for liver and 8 g/g was used for heart (for better band resolution, because heart contains more SCs than liver). Electrophoresis was performed using Native PAGE Novex Bis-Tris Gel System (3 to 12%), as per manufacturer’s instructions with minor modification. Gel transfer was performed using Invitrogen iBlot gel transfer system. For detection of the complexes, anti-oxphos cocktail (Invitrogen, 457999) and WesternBreeze Chromogenic Western Blot Immunodetection Kit (Invitrogen, WB7103) were used. In the final detection step, incubation of the membrane with the chromogenic substrate was for 8 min for all the gels. Membranes were dried, scanned, and each visible SC band was independently scored from 1 to 5. All samples were then run across several gels, and we observed nearly complete biological reproducibility (heritability) for band presence or absence. Contrast across gels varied significantly; thus, bands were categorized in a binary manner as “present” or “not present” for QTL analysis. For in-gel activity assays, electrophoresis was performed for 3 hours (30 min at 150 V and 2.5 hours at 250 V). Complex I activity was performed by incubating the gels for 15 to 30 min in the substrate composed of 2 mM tris-HCl pH 7.4;
0.1 mg/mL NADH, and 2.5 mg/mL nitrotetrazolium blue. CIV activity was performed by incubating the gels for 30 to 40 min in the substrate composed of 25 mg of 3,3’-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride; 50 mg cytochrome c; 45 mL of 50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4, and 5 mL water. CIV+C1 activity was performed by subsequently incubating the gels in the substrate for CIV followed by incubation in C1. All reactions were stopped with 10% acetic acid.

EN-PAGE was run as well for six cohorts in the HF9 dataset. We observed no clear difference across diets, and no difference related to the COX7A2L-dependent bands. In-gel activity assays were run for C1, CIV, CIV+C1, and CIII for eight strains (four with the B6 allele of Cox7a2 and four for the D2 allele).

**Proteomics: Peptide library development**

To develop peptide libraries, we chose 58 cohorts and used 100 μg of protein lysate each (digested as described above). The resulting peptides were mixed and loaded for off-gel electrophoresis fractionation as previously described (46). The 24 fractions were combined into 10 fractions and cleaned up with C18 column. Each fraction was analysed with classical shotgun data acquisition with a AB Sciex TripleTOF 5600 mass spectrometer interfaced to an Eksigent NanoLC Ultra 2D Plus high-performance liquid chromatography system. Samples were loaded on to a PicoFrit emitter coupled with an analytical column (75 μm diameter) with buffer A (2% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) and eluted with a 135-min linear gradient of 2 to 35% buffer B (90% acetonitrile, 0.1% formic acid) with a flow rate of 300 nL/min. The 20 most intense precursors with charge states 2 to 5 were selected for fragmentation, and the MS2 spectra were acquired in the range 50 to 2000 m/z for 100 ms, and precursor ions were excluded from reselction for 15 s.

Profile mode wiff files from shotgun data acquisition were transformed to centroid mode and converted to mzML files using AB Sciex Data Converter, and then converted to mzXML files using FileConverter. The mzXML files were searched against the canonical UniProt complete proteome database for mouse using the Trans-Proteomic Pipeline (47). A decoy database was generated by reversing the amino acid sequences and appended to the target database. Cysteine carboxy-amidomethylation was set as the static modification, and methionine oxidation was set as the variable modification. Peptides with up to one missed cleavage site were allowed. Mass tolerance was set to 25 parts per million for precursor ions and 0.4 Da for fragment ions. The pepXML files were combined using iProphet (48), and the integrated pepXML file was used to generate the redundant spectra library containing all peptide spectra matches using SpectraST (49). Retention time of peptide identification was transformed to indexed retention time (iRT) values based on the linear regression calibrated for each shotgun run using the information of the spiked iRT peptides. The median of iRT values of each peptide were calculated using in-house script, and the consensus library was constructed using SpectraST. We then selected the top five most abundant b and y fragment ions of each peptide to generate the assays for SWATH-MS targeted extraction. The target assay library contains the precursor and fragment m/z values and the relative intensities of the fragment ions, as well as the average iRT value of each precursor. Decoy assays were appended to the target assay library for error rate estimation.

**Proteomics: SWATH mass spectrometry and targeted data extraction**

SWATH-MS represents the next generation in large-scale quantitative proteomics measurement techniques and provides a substantial leap in both scope and quality over the most commonly used untargeted proteomics technique today, discovery proteomics (also known as shotgun proteomics). Although discovery proteomics achieves high proteome coverage, the identification and quantification are biased toward those proteins with higher abundance in the sample, and it suffers from inherently poor reproducibility when large sample cohorts are being analyzed. This hurdle has limited the implementation of this approach in large population studies. Recently, targeted proteomics methods have been developed to increase the reproducibility of proteome measurement, such as selected reaction monitoring [used in our previous study (19)]. Due to lower throughput, however, studies using these alternative techniques inevitably measure fewer alternative proteins than studies using shotgun proteomics. Recently, we have demonstrated SWATH, which has demonstrated the ability to quantify thousands of proteins with good reproducibility and quantification accuracy across large sample cohorts (3). Consequently, SWATH provides considerable improvements in both proteome coverage and measurement reproducibility.

The SWATH-MS was performed with the 5600 TripleTOF mass spectrometer, as previously described (3). The chromatographic parameters were as described above. For SWATH-MS-based experiments, the mass spectrometer was operated in a looped product ion mode and specifically tuned to allow a quadrupole resolution of 25 Da/mass selection. Using an isolation width of 26 Da (containing 1 Da for the window overlap), a set of 32 overlapping windows was consecutively constructed covering the 400 to 1200 m/z precursor range (3). The collision energy (CE) for each window was determined based on appropriate collision energy for a charge 2+ ion centered upon the window with a spread of 15 eV. An accumulation time (dwell time) of 100 ms was used for all fragment ion scans in high-sensitivity mode. All survey scans were acquired in high-resolution mode at the beginning of each SWATH-MS cycle, resulting in a duty cycle of 3.4 s.

The SWATH-MS results were first converted to profile mzXML files using ProteoWizard (50). The SWATH-MS targeted data extraction was performed using OpenSWATH workflow (51), which applies a target-decoy scoring model to estimate the false discovery rate (FDR) by the mProphet algorithm (52). Retention time alignment between SWATH maps was performed based on the clustering of reference peptides using a nonlinear alignment algorithm (53). Fragment ion chromatograms were extracted according to the target-decoy assay library with a width of 0.05 m/z, and peak groups were scored based on the elution profile of fragment ions, similarity of elution time and relative intensities with the assay library, and the properties of the tandem MS spectrum extracted at the chromatographic peak apex. Finally, peptide FDR was estimated according to the score distribution of target and decoy assays.

**Proteomics: SWATH protein classification and quality control**

A key in all protein measurement techniques, including antibody-based approaches, is that they must choose and quantify a specific, small subset of the protein’s overall amino acid sequence to analyze. ProteinProphet analysis on the data from OpenSWATH ensures that the peptides identified are proteotypic (54). The majority of the resulting quantified peptides—20,718 of 22,208—are uniquely attributable to a single protein. The remaining 1510 match common regions of up to nine distinct proteins; these peptides were discarded from analysis in this study. All 22,208 peptides are recorded and available in the raw file download on GeneNetwork.org. Peptide quantities were calculated with imsbInfer, an R package (https://github.com/wolski/imsbInfer). We furthermore analyzed several peptide sequences known to target amino acid sequences with missense mutations in the BxD (e.g., the peptide SAVYPT-SAVQMEAALR for the gene Mrsa has a M to L variant at the highlighted amino acid). In this case, we observed striking differences in the alleles that were not observed for other peptides measuring the same gene that do not have the mis-sense mutation. Thus, 100% amino acid matches are necessary for reliable detection, indicating that our unique peptides were accurately assigned. These missense mutations can lead to false-positive cis-pQTLs; thus, in cases where only one peptide mapped to a cis-pQTL, we controlled for sequence variants, often highlighting missense mutations.

After performing all of these controls, we were typically left with multiple peptide measurements corresponding to a single protein (a bit over seven peptides per protein on average, although this number is highly variable). To reduce multiple testing in subsequent multilayered analyses, we thus assigned the “best” peptide to represent the overall gene level. This was done through several sequential criteria: (i) peptides mapping as cis-pQTLs, (ii) peptides with at least nominally significant correlation to transcript (P < 0.05), and (iii) peptides correlating with known controls in independent layers of data [e.g., HMGCS1 should fluctuate with mevalonate (55) (Fig. 2E)]. A total of 632 proteins were assigned based on criteria i, and a further 824 were assigned based on criteria ii, whereas only a single protein was assigned based on criteria iii. The remaining 1165 proteins were assigned to peptides based on intensity—a standard selection criterion in MS analyses (56).
cis-pQTL and mRNA-peptide correlations were performed at a per-peptide level. Due to the increased multiple testing issue of taking all individual peptides, network analyses were performed with only one peptide per gene (i.e., per protein), as were trans-pQTL analyses and all other trans-omic analyses. It is worth noting that this obstacle of multiple peptides per protein is analogous to pioneering quantitative polymerase chain reaction experiments and microarray design, where there were also considerable difficulties and trial-and-error methods for choosing the “correct” primers (or probe sets or RNA-seq reads) that most correctly measure overall transcript levels (57). Although nearly two decades of transcriptome research has led to the fairly reliable establishment of which RNA fragments correspond properly to the overall transcript, no similar database is yet available for proteins. However, as we generally observe strong networks of associated genes (e.g., Fig. 4), we can determine that the peptides, by and large, accurately represent the protein levels. In time, with many studies such as this one, we expect that it will become feasible to determine guidelines and databases for how to best determine overall protein level from individual peptides.

**Cholesterol validation**

Huh7 and HepG2 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s minimum essential medium (DMEM) or MEM, respectively, and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were treated for 48 hours (drugs) or 72 hours (siRNA knockdown) before harvesting and preparation of peptides for mass spectrometric analysis. Control conditions for drug experiments consist of untreated and 0.1% dimethyl sulfoxide–treated cells; control conditions for siRNA-knockdown experiments consist of cells that were untreated, mock treated (only lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent), or cells treated with negative-control siRNA (anti-sense strand: CUAGCAUGAAGCGGCGUGAAT). Silencer Select siRNAs were used in a concentration of 5 nM. Knockdown of proteins was performed for LDLR (low-density lipoprotein receptor) with siRNAs s244006 and s244007; for SREBF2 with siRNA s27 and s28; for SREBF (sterol regulatory element binding transcription factor) with a mix of s27, s28, s129, and s130, targeting both SREBF1 and SREBF2. For the LPDS + statin condition, cells were incubated in medium containing 10% LPDS and 1 or 5 μM atorvastatin. Protein signal was quantified for peptides for MAM and ECHDC1 and five peptides for HMGC1, and signal was normalized to control conditions. Experiments were performed for all conditions in two or three biological replicates for siRNA or drug experiments, respectively. The box plots consist, therefore, of two (SREBF2 si), four (SREBF2 si, LDL si), or six (drug controls, siRNA controls, and LPDS statin) data points.

**Metabolomics in liver: Metabolite classification and quality control**

We identified 979 unique metabolite features based on m/z using flow-injection TOF-MS. Of these features, 699 could be attributed to a single metabolite, including in cases where the two “possible” emancipators, one is more predominant than the other (e.g., L versus D amino acids). The remaining 280 metabolites were “clusters” with no clear predominant feature—for example, the “glucose” metabolite measurements could not be separated from fructose, galactose, or mannose measurements, as all share the same m/z. The “main” metabolite and all possible alternatives are listed with the data on GeneNetwork.org for the raw file download (press the “INFO” button next to the data set on the main search page and download the data set and supplemental data files).

**Normality and significance**

Outliers were Winsorized for QTL mapping, which was performed using R/qtl (48). The normality of data was checked by the Shapiro-Wilk test in R, with W > 0.90 considered normal. Student’s t test was used for two-group comparisons in normal data, and Welch’s t test was used otherwise. Bonferroni’s correction was used for multiple testing for tests of correlation. FDR calculations were used for peptide scoring. cis-QTLs used a LRS = 12 as the significance threshold, whereas trans-QTLs used a LRS = 18, as cis-QTLs do not need to correct for multiple locus testing across the genome. Raw P values and corrected P values are both reported when applied.

**Figure preparation**

Network graphs (Figs. 1f, 4, A, C, and G; and 5A) were performed using Spearman correlation, keeping all edges with P values less than or equal to the reported cutoff in the panel legend. These panels were made in R using the custom package imbslifer, currently on Github (https://github.com/wolffski/imbslifer) but in the process of being added to Bioconductor. The Circos plot (Fig. 5B) was generated using Circos (http://www.circos.ca). Spearman correlation matrices (Figs. 3B and 4F) were generated in R using the correggrom package. Metabolite structures were drawn with ChemBioDraw (Fig. 3G). QTL plots were drawn in R/qtl (e.g., Fig. 3, A, D, and I). Most other figures (e.g., Fig. 1, C to H and J) were generated using standard R plotting packages included in gplots or ggplot2—e.g., stripchart, plotCI, and barplot2. Final figures were all prepared with Adobe Illustrator. Western blots and BN-PAGE gels were transferred and scanned, then cropped for the figure preparation without other rearrangement of the image except for Fig. 5F, where biological triplets were “cut” and rearranged based on numerical order of the BXDs. For this panel, contrast was edited, except for Fig. 5F, where biological triplets were “cut” and rearranged based on numerical order of the BXDs. For this panel, contrast was edited, except for Fig. 5F, where biological triplets were “cut” and rearranged based on numerical order of the BXDs. For this panel, contrast was edited.
Expanded proteomic analysis of metabolism

Combined analysis of large data sets characterizing genes, transcripts, and proteins can elucidate biological functions and disease processes. Williams et al. report an exceptionally detailed characterization of mitochondrial function in a genetic reference panel of recombinant inbred mice. They measured the metabolic function of nearly 400 mice under various environmental conditions and collected detailed quantitative information from livers of the animals on over 25,000 transcripts. These data were integrated with quantitation of over 2500 proteins and nearly 1000 metabolites. Such analysis showed a frequent lack of correlation of transcript and protein abundance, enabled the identification of genomic variants of mitochondrial enzymes that caused inborn errors in metabolism, and revealed two genes that appear to function in cholesterol metabolism.
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